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Abstract
Remote $ensing can be used to produce maps of land-cover, but to
be of use to the GIS communi ty these maps must first be
vectorized in an intelligent manner.
Existing algorithms suffer from the defects of being slow I memory
intensive and producing vast quantities of very short vectors.
Furthermore if these vectors are thinned via standard algorithms,
errors are introduced.
The process of vectorizing raster maps is suhject to major
ambiguities. Thus an infinite family of vector maps ccrresponds
to each raster map. This dissertation presents an algorithm for
converting raster maps in a rapid manner to accurate vector maps
with a minimum of vectors.
The algorithm converts raGter maps to vector maps using local
information only, (a two by two neighbourhood). 'l'hemethod is
"exact" in the sense that rasterizing the resulting polygons
\>Iouldproduce exactly the same raster map, pixel for pixel.
The method is "near optimal" in that it produces, in a local
sense, that "exacb" vector map having the least number of
vectors.
The prog ...am is built around a home-grown Object Oriented
Programming System (OOPS) for the C programming lan,:;uage.The
mair:.features of the OOPS system, (oalled OopCdaisy), are virtual
and static methods, polymorphism, generalized containers,
containe:!: indices and thorough error checkd.nq, The following
general purpose objects are implemented with a large number of
sophistica ted methods :- Stacks, tIFO lists, scannable containers
with indices, trees and 2D objects like points, lines etc.
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preface
The project to Qr~ai;e a program to perform raster to vector
conversion arOse fol. ~ nlUmb-=rof reasons :-
1) The Department of Watet' Affairs ,nd Forestry Remote Sensing
Section needed to ~Hstribute the results of mapping
Landcove r by seLtelli t~ images.
2) The existing sc)ftware was bug-ridden and unsupported.
3) The major c1:i.ent for our data was the nepartiment; IS
Geographic Inf:ormation System (GIS). The GIS required
vectorised images.4: The vectori~at:lon software on the GIS took a long time and
produced neither optimal nor exact vectors, resulting in
resistance to the acceptance of our results in daily use.
This work was made ~ossihle by the forbearance of the Department
of W';l.terAffairs and Forestry, thr.; requirements of the Catchment
Studies section of the Hydrological Research Institute, the
support I nagging I useful discussions of my colleagues and the
gentle amusement of God.
Part of this work was presented at the EDIS/SAGISconference held
in Pretoria during July 1991.
My thanks also to my prl)ofreaders Who revealed curious aspects
of their characters by the n~ture of the errors they found.
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string
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A vector m)'ll?representing a
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1. Introduction.
At the SAGIS conference on Geographic Information Systems held
in Pistermaritzburg in July 1989, it was made clear that the
majority of time, effort and expense in Geographic Information
Systems, (GIS), is in the data cdpture phase. Remotely sensed
data provides, relatively cheaply and ra~idly, an already
digitised form of Landoovex information. Howev(:::r,emotely sensed
data is usually in raster (grid) form, and most GIS's work with
vector polygon data. Thus remotely sensed data must b~ converted
to GIS format before it can be used.
Figure 1 displays a
very broad overview of
the production cycle
of an image. Firstly
the scene ~'1 captured
by one of ble satell-
ites, (eg LANDSAT 5),
and th~ scene is
converted into a grid
of number-s called an
image. The image is
classified into
classes of interest to
the user. The classified image is in raster form and must be
veotorized by finding a polygon that surrounds each region, These
strings of veo+ors are then smoothed and exported to a GIS.
..': .
1 From satellite to GIS, th
scheme of things.
A GIS, such as ARC/INFO, provides a raster to vector conversion
routine. So why ~..rite another? The.t'!O':are several motivations :-
a) The image pr.ocessing site is a service organization
providing a service to clients using GIS's. Thus to fulfil
our role we must provide data suitable for immediate
consumption, and not requiring many hours of preprocessing
to render it digestible to the GIS.
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b) Rast~r classifications can require very large amounts of
storage space, especially if stored in a form easily
transportable between different systems.
c) The algorithm developed here is a local one and thus
suitable for processing very large raster images, of the
order of 8000 by 7000 pixels.
d) The output of most raster to vector conversion routines is
a set of vectors that outlines each pixel resultiJ.g in
jagged lines. Consider the process of rasterizing a large
vector triangle, as shown in Figure 2, and then vectorizing
the resulting raster image, (Figure 3f). The end result may
look quite like a triangle but may contain hundreds of tiny
vectors instead of the original thr~e.
b o da
Figure 2 Rasterizing a triangle.
a) The original scene.
b) Original scene with grid overlay.
c) Only those grid cells with 50% of area within the triangle.
d) 'l'hereSult.
e) Smoothing or "thinningll algo:dthms, which are standard on
most GIS packages, can be used to remove the "jaggies", but
suffer from the follvwing problems :-
i. Either they are not exact, i.e. a raster to vector
conversion routine is exact if and only if rasterizing
the resulting vector image, using t.he same grid,
results in exactly the same raster image.
ii. Or they are not optimal. A raster to vector conversion
routine is optimal if it resull;s in an exact vector
representation containing less than or the same number
of vecboxs as all other exact vector representations.
iii. The vector end points are often constrained to lie
only on pixel corners.
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Pigure 3 Vectorizing a triangle.
e) Raster triangle.
f) There are 12 unsmoothed vectors.
g) Smoothing.
h) Result is NOT the same as original. Right and bottom sides
now match raster grid.
J
r.f.'7"""'r-;. :
..r." :r ·.. ·.. · ... 1
~(
M n
Figure 4 Using thinning to smooth a triangle.
i) Raster scene.
j) Outline.
k) 2nd approximation not exact.
1) 3rd approx. but more vectors.
Ill) Exact Approximation.
n) Uses 6 vectors instead of 31-------------------------------------~
iv . The smoothing algori bhm is general and is divorced
from the vectorizing algorithm, thus it cannot make
use O! con£iderable information obtainable from
contemplating the nature of the output of vectorizing
procedures.
TwO assumptions need to be made before continuing :-
a) The features that make up our classes partition the earth
into polygonal regions. This polygonal earth mode l,
although it is only a poor approximation, is so universally
used, (without mention), in mapping, that I wiJ..l
un~bashedly adopt it henceforth.
b) The rastel:ization / classification process works in the
Westminster style. I.e. Each pixel ~s aSSigned tho class
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value of the class on the ground which occupies more of the
pixel area than any other single tJlass.
The raster to vecbox conversion process can be divided into three
sections, the first of which, called the Spaghetti Machine,
produces an outline of the pixels of each region. The second
parses these outlines into line segments, and the third smooths
these in an exact manner. But first a t:lhapteron the programming
environment.
:£o'age16
2. OopCda.isy
While writing the raster to ...ecbcr program, the I was concerned
w lth several Software Engineering issues. An Object Oriented
Programming System, called OopCdaisy, was built on top of th~ C
programming language. The aims of OopCda:l.syare to gain ~-
a) Reliability through :-
i. Thorough error checking, to prevent hidden errors.
ii. The availability of debugged sophisticated general
data structures.
iii. Strict control and accounting of objects created and
deallocated.
iv. Prev~nting use of deallocated objects.
v. Ant:estral type guards on parameters.
b) Reusability throu~h :-
i. Polymorphism or genericity to share code.
ii. Inheritability.
c) Fle~ibility through :-
i. Separating the data structures from the program logic.
ii. Late binding.
iii. A global conception of object methods according to
rul.e :- "If two methods have the same ASCII name then
they do 'similar' sO:J:'tsof things."
d) Ease of debugging throllgh :-
i. Comprehensive error reports including
* P~scription of error, and parameters involved.
* Whether it is a user error or an internal logio
error. If an internal error it :J:'eportsinternal
to whioh module.
't<., In which .routine the e:r.:J:'ot'occurred.
ii. Timeous error checldng I finding the error when and
~here it OCCUrS, not many lines later.
iii. Traceback of object and methods.
iv. polymorphism enables one to tell any object including
all objects in a container to display themselves. e,g.
Using the VAX/VMS debugger :-
call TELL(%VAL solf, %VAL display)
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e) Robustness through :-
i. Error.s are allocated error numbers via the VMSmessage
\ltili ty, thus making it easy to check and handle
particular error classes.
ii. Erro:r:'s eze signalled as a standard VMScondl.Honf thus
the VMSdOl'ldition handling faoili ties can be used 1.:.0
trap and handle errors.
f) }?ract:l.cali ty and cheapness - Ideally I wouU'i,have preferred
an operating system and language with all these featureS
built in. One can buy produuts that paxtially address the
above issues, but nothing that addresses all of them. To
write a complete compiler and operating system was out of
the question. Thus Lmpover i.ahmenbof purse, dissatisfaction
with current offerings, an ovezheabed imagination, a bit of
C code and a hit of assembler produced OopCdaisy, a object
oriented program system piggy backed onto standard VAXC.
OopCdaisy is a suite of VAX~ programs aimed at achieving the
above ideals. As the Operating System and language on which
OopCdaisy is piggy backed are fundamentally flawed in manyof the
respects mentioned above, only progress and not success is
achieved.
The raster to vector conversion :t'outine was built around
OopCdaisy and much of i t5 flavour has been car:r.ied through.
Objects may be viewed as actors, and can be "told" to do things.
This results in a slightly cute ph:casing when talking about
objects. For example I vhe phrases "Tell an object to do .•. " I or
"The object copies itself out to disk and then commits suicide,"
:r:t. is welJ. I....."'1. that the debugging and maintenance phases are
the most costly parts of the program development cycle.
Expe:dence with this program demonstrated that the time and
effort in developing OopCdaisy was well rewarded ~<1 terms
i:lexibili ty and reusability of code already developed and in
terms of ease of debugging due to error checking and robustness
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of the system. Further benefits from the objects developed for
this progra.m are expected in the future, as many of the objects
are quite generally applioable.
2.1 What is objeot oriented progr~~in9?
I like to think of 001' in terms of an Actor language. All the
compubez is a stage, and all the objects are merely acboxs
therein. Objects are independent entities with their own memory,
and own characteristic way of doing things. These characteristic
ways of doing things are called methods. Actors can tell another
Actor to do something, (to use one of its methods.)
Objects can as Actors do, have children. And these children have
similar memories and similar ways (methods). I.e. The child
object inherits the memory, (but not the contents), and methods
of the parent. The child dan then be changed so as to be slightly
different from the ancestor.
When we tell a person 'codo something, we are not concerned with
hoW he does it, only with what is done.
The "Actor allegory II sets the scene, the paradigm in which we are
working, but it must be admitted that the actuality doesn't :fit
it very well.
The actuality derives more from placing a level of indirection
between the data and the use of the data. The major gains from
t-;his level of .i.ndirection are implementation hiding,
Inheritability and Polymorphism. '1'0 explain what; is meant by
these three terms, consider tho followi~J two examples.
2.1.1 aepresentation hiding, and Inheritability - an example.
As an illustrative example, consider points and lines in R2. One
can represent them in oartesian coordinates (x, y) or pol.ar
ooordinates (r,e). One can represent lines as y-intercept and
slope (0 ,m) or parametrioally as a quad:r.uple(leO I yO r dx,dy) where
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x(t) = xO + dx * t and y(t) ..yO + dr * t. But whatever the
representation, we can speak about the distance between two
points, the distance from the origi.rt,the perpendicular distance
between a point and a line, and the intersection point between
two lines.
In a program dealing wi th points in e,2, such as a l:aster to
vector conversion program, the logic of the program is concerned
with points, lines, intersections and distances and could be
programmed in any representation. Some representations are more
convenient in some applications than others. Polar coordinates
are very useful if you are mostly interested in
lines and distances from the origin, but
complexities when working with lines.
angles between
add unwanted
central to OOpS is that the jnternal representation of the data
becomes separated :from the use (If the data. Thus programs using
an object are protected from the internal complexities of and
changes in the implementation of an object.
Thus in the paradigm we "10uld call the internally stored
floating-point numbers the memory of the object, and the
functions that calculate things about the object, the methods of
the objects.
You may note in the discussion of representations above that in
some respects the points and lines were similar. The point was
represen ted by (x I y) and the line by (xO,yO,dJC,dy). Indeed
(xO I yO) can be sa~.d to be the starting Boint or the line. All
methods that could possibly apply to a point could equally well
apply to the starting point of a line. So in this respect a line
descends from a point, in that a line's "memory" is a superset
of the "memory" of a point, and all the methods of the parent
apply to the child. This process is called inheritance.
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2.1.2 Polymorphi.sm - An illustrative example.
Now consider a t~g actor. A bag actor holds things. Anythings.
Consider the display method. If you tell a 1i.ne to display
itRelf, it \>louldcall upon its display method to draw an
appropriate line on the Screen. If you tell a PO.iI'ltto display
itseIf it would call upon its display method to draw a dot in the
right place on the screen. If you told a fluffy bunny to display
ieself, it would call upon its display method to draw a fluffy
bunny on the screen. If you tell a bag to display itself, it
wCluldcall upon its display met.hodwhLch would draw a picture of
a bag on the screen, and then tell everything within the bag to
draw itself. 'rhus if the bag contained a point ..a line and three
fluffy bunnies, you would get a bag, a point, a 1t.neand thrl':le
fluffy bunnies on the screen. This prooess is called
polymorphism, and is a marvellous labour saving device. Instead
of having very intelligent plastic bags, that can draw a picture
of everything, you just need ordinary dumb brown paper bags that
can draw bbemse.Ivea and tell everything within them to draw
themselves.
What if there was a bag inside the bag? No problem, the whole
thing is quite recursive.
2.2 How does OopCdaisy implement objects?
So with the above mental picture in mind, we proceed to lose
ourselves in delail.
First we must clear up two points :-
Actors do not multiprocess. In life one person can do something
while another is still busy. On the stnge and in OOPS, one actor
holdS a pose while the other plays his part.
The memory of an actor is just a group of ordinary computer
Variables.
Secondly we should answer the question ..•
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2.2.1 What is OopCdaisy?
O~pCdaisy is a set of C functions that maintain, manage and query
a registry of object types and methods, The reg:i.strycontains bhe
following information on each obJect type :-
a) The memory required to create an object.
b) The ASCII name of the object type.
c) The object's parent object type.
d) The number objects of this type which are currently active.
e) The number of objects of this type which have been created
so far.
The T.egistry also contains a list of all method names and a 2D
array called the virtual Method Table or VMT.
For every object type and for every method in the method name
list there is a cell in the VMT that eithe~ contains nothing, or
a pointer to a function that will execute the method on a object
of that particular class.
2.2.2 What are OopCdaisy Objects and methods?
In OopCdaisy an object is a C structure, (the C equivalent of a
Pascal record). The memory of the object/actor is the data stored
in the structure. The methods of the objects are ordinary C
fUnctions.
2.2.3 The global conception of object methods.
A major point on which OopCdaisy deviates from most OOPS
implementations is the idea that each method is global across the
whole system. This is polymorphism taken to the extreme. Every
object type has an entry in the virtual Method Table for every
method available to every object class in the entire system,
whether ancestor or' not. In Turbo Pascal 5.5 by Borland for
instance, only those methods of a class and jts direct ancestors
appear in the VMT.
The rule governing OopCdaisy is :- "If two methods have the same
ASCII name then they do Isimilar I sorts of things." What are the
implications of this?
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* Y(')11 can tell any object to do any method. If that object
class does not have such a method, a non-fatal information
grade signal called "NOMETHOD" is raised.
* You can tell a compLebel.y mf.xed bag of objects to do
something.
* you are guaranteed that when this mixed bag of objects does
something :-
the program is not going to cra~h because some object
within the bag is does not know what to do.
all the objects within the bag will be doing more or
less what you would expect.
The disadvantage of course is that the VMT must be large. In fact
the maximum number of object classes times the maximum number of
methods times the sizeof each slot.
2.2.4 Dynamic vs Static instances of Objects.
One of the central activities engaged in by an OOPS programmer
is to add objects into containers. This conflicts quite severely
with a structured programmer's habit of declaring local
variables. If you declare an object local to a procedure and then
add it into a container created at a higher level, as soon as you
exit the low level procedure there is a "ga:cbage"object within
your container! When the program goes into any lower level
procedure, the stack grows and the "garbage" object is
overwritten. If you have full control over your compiler you may
conceivably implement your procedure termination code to include
instructions to all local objects to remove themselves from all
containers and then die tidily. (The usual termination code is
just to drop the stack pointer by the size of the local
variables.)
A. simpler and pOl3siblymore useful approach is to place a global
ban on local objects. If you want an object, you can declare a
local pointer to an object, and then allocate the object
dynamically on the heap. This is the approach oopCdaisy takes.
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Of course it may happen that some objects created at a local
level may be lost, i.e. allocated on the heap, but not accessible
as there are no pointers to it. There are two views of what has
happened :-
* Niklaus Wirth and J Gutknecht [Wirth & Gutknecht 1989J in
their Oberon system would say the programmer no longer
needs those objects anyway and then proceed to recover the
memory automatically in a garbage collection phase. In fact
the Oberon system assumes that a programmer is too error-
prone and unreliable to be trusted when the pro;p..ammer
claims a data item is not needed.
* OopCdaisy agrees t-TithOberon that programmers are not to be
trusted, but is more authoritarian and insists that the
programmer has made a mistake. If the object still exists,
the programmer probably still wants it, but has just
forgotten where he put the thing. So to prompt the
programmers faulty brain, OopCdaisy maintains an accounting
system of objects created and deleted. It is the
programmers responsibility to deallocate all created
objects, but OopCdaisy will at least be so kind as to
inform the programmer at any stage how many objects of each
variety that he still needs to dispose of .
• 1.) How is a new class of objects created?
declare a class of oljects one must declare a typedef of a
;ruct, the first element being of the parent type. (If you speak
ascal, declare a record type.) For example, the typ¢ declaration
for the points object is as follows :-
typedef
struct
{
objects ancestor;
double x, y;
} points;
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The objects type is defined in an OopCdaisy standard include file
"oopDir:ba.se.h" as
typedef
struct
{
objectTypes type;
} objectsi
OopCdaisy identifies each class by a number that is an index into
the class register and the Virtual Method Table. This number is
stored in the class id vari~ble, which for the point object type
would be declared as follows
objectTypes pointType;
The person who implemented the point object would have stored
these declarations in an include file e.g. "oopdir:2d.h". These
declarations would be included into the users program and into
the file which implements the class.
Before you can use a class of objects you ro-.t first inform
OopCdaisy about the existence and nabu ce of the class.
2.2.6 HoW is a new class of objects registered with OopCdai$Y?
Before we can use a class of ob'[ecbs, we have to inform the
OopCdaisy system that this class exists, and ~hat methods this
class has. This is done by calling the class Is registering
function. The class rer·istering function is part of the
implementation of the class. For example, if you wish to use the
point object class, you would call the :-
register_point();
function. The register_point function typically would have been
implemented like so :-
void register_point()
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/* First tell oopCdaisy about the type we are registering,
how many bytes of memory each instance uses, which cbject
is its parent type. OopCdaisy finds a slot for the type
and returns the slot number in class id variable
point'l'ype.OopCda:i.syalso copies all the parents mothods
into the VM'l'for pointType. So all methods available to
the base type are also available to point!
*/
register_type( "point", &point'l'ype, "base",
sizeof( points»;
/* Then OopCdaisy must be told all about additional methods
that are available to the po:i.ntType.The "inU" methods
initialise a newly created object. Note that the init
method is already available to the base type, but by
registering init here we force OopCdaisy to use
point_init to init point objects. OopCdaisy returns the
slot number of the method in the method variables init
and distanaeSq.
*/
register_method (
pointType, "init", &init, &point_init) i
register_method (
pointType, "d:i.stanceSq", &distanceS<I,
&point_distance.Sq)i
}
2.2.7 now is an object created?
OopCdaisy provides an assembly language fUnction aalled new I
wh:Lah one can call to alloaate and init:l.alisean instance of an
object.
New is a function returning a pOinter to an object. The cflller
must tell new which type of object to create by passing a class
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id variable. The second parameter is a initialization method id
variable, and che remaining parameters are parameters passed. on
to the initialization method.
objectPtr :=
new( objectType, method, p1, p2, p3, ..)i
So to create an object, first decl~re a pointer to the object you
want to create, then call new. For example, to create a point
object :-
main( )
{
points * point;
double X, ,/i
point m new( pointType, init, x, 'I);
What has happened here? C calls the assembly language function
new(), which performs the following actions :-
* Looks up in the registry to find oub how much space is
required by a point object.
* Allocates that much space on the heap.
* Stores the object type in the first element of this space.
* Looks up, (in the virtual method table), the address of the
point Class's init method, and then calls the point class'9
init method with parameters x and y.
The init method stores x and y in the next two elements of tha
allocated apace. If the chosen represontation wal polar
coordinates, the in:l.tmethod could have converted the (,t,y' tc
(r,8) and then stored rand 0 in the first two elements of the
storage spaoe.
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2.2.8 How is an object used?
To find the distance between two objects one can either call the
distance function directly :-
distanceSq = point_distancesq( pOint1, point2);
This is called a static method invocation, as the method
invocation is done at compile time and can net be changed
thereafter.
Or :-
distanceSq = tell( point1, distanceSq, pOint2 );
This is called a virtual method invocation. What happens here 4,(1
the assemble:r routil1e tell bakes its first argument to be a
pointer to an object. It then verifies that tbis pointer points
to an accessible part of memory. And that there is a valid object
at that location. From this location it takes the object type.
Tell. talws tho second a:>:9umentto be a method identifier.
'l'his is wheX'othe flex:ibility arises. The decision as to \,lhich
ftmction is a('.!tually called :l.sonly made when the 'tell' funotion
is executed, and NOT before.
Nowwe must be at least partially aware of several distinctions
here : ..
1) A method is a C funotion. 'rho naming convention for a
method is object:Type_methodName. Thus for o:Kamplethe staol(
push method is de:r.ined by a funotion .::alled staok_push.
2) A method id is an ordinary C variable which contains an
inde:K into the ViX'cual Method Table. Thu~,for emllnple, r.e11
:Cinds rhe stack push method by using the contents of the
vadable push as an indmt into the Virtual Method Table. At
that location tell finds the addreSS of the function
stack,_push.
:;) The no-me of a method is an ASCI! stx.'ing I foX' e)cample
"push 11. Eaoh slot in the VMTooX'responds to a method name.
Thus you can tell a Volltswagen to "Climbr.t'rees", but you
will just; get the Signal NOMETHOD.
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Thus tell finds the address of the function point_distanoeSq by
looking up in the Virtual Method Table a':
Vi'4T[objeotType] [ method] and passes the remaining parameters bo
this funcri..)n.
Because :r cannot build OopCdaisy into the compiler, these curious
distinctions that are not normally forced upon ones attention,
muse be made. In commercial OOPSsystems such as Turbo Pasoal,
these distir i.ons elcist, but are hidden from the user. H<.Jwever,
as I Nill in the section on Turbo Pascal, these subtleties
EAt'eno!: nor.. .rily a weak point of OopCdaisy.
Nowwe have had a g'limpse of OopCdaisy suffioient to continue the
di!Wll"~iorl, l\ closer look and more on the programming philosophy
of OoplJd!l:iB,!!is given in the annotated example in Appendix 1.
2.3 Obher OopCdaisy objects.
One of the n,,'Iin selling points of the OOPSapproach is the
abiliLY' to oreart:'l cruly flexible and reusable libraries of
objp .s. Sn What does OopCdaisy offer?
stacks \d tn e'ttensions to :-
* push and pop from the top and the bottom of the sback,
* Find objects on the stack.
* '1'ellA11 objeots within the stack to do something.
* Rotate the aback until a chosen object is on top.
* Concatenate stacks.
The ne~tt major class is the direct descendant of the stack called
a. container. 'l'hus all methods applicable to stacks apply to
containers as well. The main feature of oontainers is that they
can have index objects abbached to them IJ;'husyou can create an
index object and attach ~.t to a container. The index object can
be marched up and down the container, objects can lifted out of
the (.'lonta:tne:rvia the index, objects insert(;1d into the container
beforo or after the index, objects can be found via the index
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etc. The maf.n point about using an index c,bject is it is safe,
The programming to move up and down is done, debugged, and
overruns are guarded against. Containers, are aware of wh:i.ch
indices are attached. Thus if several ind:~ces are attached to a
container, and an obj(;::lct is removed from the container, all
indices are checked to see if any index is left pointing at. a
non-existing object. If a container is deallocateo, the container
checks that all index objects are debached ,
Twodimensional objects such as points, lines, arcs an~ circles
are implemented with many useful methods such as distance
between, intersection, etc. Half-planes or linear inequalities
are implemented as being "to-the-left-of" directed lines.
other object classes include LIFO lists, LISP style lists, and
binary trees.
2.4 OOPSin the literature.
In theory I ahouLd give a large and scholilrly literature review
of all sources which influenced the design of OopCdaisy.
Unfortunately in pl"actioe I find thi~ extremely difficult. Many
of the ideas were accumulated during a decade of omnivorous
reading, the vast majority of this time I had 110 i ••tent.ion of
writing such a system. Thus I did not collect the references.
OopCda;!,syjust "happenedll because I urgently needed deoent lis.::
handUng faoilities, and I didn't want t.o have to keep rewriting
these faoili ties. While I can "after the fact" p:coduce a list of
references from the library, it is somewhat unfair in the sense
that it wasn' t those papers that lead to OopCdaisy.
However, some sources such as Turbo ).lascal 5.5 from Borland
[BOT-land1989] I Smulltalk from Xerox [Mevel & G"t9guen 1987] I
[Goldberg 1984] and the Oberon system [Wirth & Gutltnacht 1989]
can be idE'nt:t.:fied and discussed, and comparisons can be madewith
other OOPSlanguages such as Ei,ffel [Moayer1990 1 •
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2.4.1 Turbo pascal 5.5
Amajor prompt in starting work on OOPSwas the arrival of Turbo
Pascal 5.5 from Borland. Borland had grafted OOPSfairly neatly
onto their Pascal compiler. HoweverI consider Turbo Pascal 5.5
to be severely limited in the scope of jts OOPSon the following
grounds :-
a) You cannot "tell" a container full of objects to "do" a.
certain "method", as Turbo Pascal 5.5 does not have any
"method" variables.
b) Turbo Pascal strict typing can interfere with object
inheritance. Suppose you had a "line" object which was a
descendant of a graphical "figures" object. A commonmethod
would be "intersection" which would calculate the
intersection point between the "self" object and some
"other" figure Object passed as a parameter. The
intersection method would decide what. type the "other"
figure was and uses the appropriate method, (say
linelntersectsLine or linelnterseotsCircl~), to calculate
the intersection point. Although one can use the typeOf
function, (basically the Virtual Method Table pointer), to
decide which descendant of "figures" "cbher " is, Turbo
pascal strict typing implies that there is no way of
upgrading the "other" variable to the appropriate
descendant type. In OopCdaisy the problem doesn't arise
since C allows type conversions between pointers to
incompatible types. (Although not type conversion between
incompatible types themselves.) OopCda:l.sysafeguards the
Wholeprocess by placing a type guard check at the start of
every low-level method.
c) Neither Turbo Pascal nor OopCdaisy allows multiple
inhe:d bance , The absolute simplicity of single inheritance
storage schemes militates against multiple inheritance.
d) Neither TUrbo Pascal nor OopCdaisy go far enough. For
improved rel:i.abili ty, all data types should be objects. For
example one can put an integer into a container, but as the
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integer is not an object, the polymorphism is totally lost
and a program crash is likely to occur.
2.4.2 Oberon
The other souzce of ideas for OopCdaisy was Niklaus Wirth's
Oberon system. From Oberon came the idea that the system should
have the duty of memory policing. Oberon does garbage collection
based on information in the object registry. Oopcdais¥ merely
does memory accounting, thus enabling the programmer to find out
which objects have not been deallocated.
2.4.3 Smalltalk.
To quote the BYTE may 1985 issue [Webster 1985], 'the influence
of SmallTalk-80 •..has become just about legendary.' Indeed I
regret that most Of the influence of Small talk on OopCdaisy was
via the BYTE August 1981 issue on Smalltalk, written some 9 years
earlier than Oopedaisy. Thus Smalltalk's influence was more on
the basis of half-remembered legend than on fact. The 'actor'
paradigm came from Smalltalk. Had I zemembez'ed more I would
surely have made OopCdaisy self-consistent in the sense of making
the object types Smalltalk-like metaclass obj eo t.s , Indee ~ the
implementation of OopCdaisy registry is entirely in the classical
pre-OOPS C programming style.
2.4. -4 Eiffel.
OopCdaisy would never have occur~ed if Biffel and the Eiffel
libraries had been available at the time of wX'iting OopCdaiay.
Eiffel as desoribed j.n[Meyer 1990], achieves all the goals! set
out for OopCdaisy. P~rticular points that are in Eiffels favour
are :-
* Eiffel is a pure OOP system. All data types are objects.
[Korson & Mcgregor 1990]
* Encapsulat.ion of daba is enforced. Access to an objects
privat.e variables can only be made via the objects methods.
* Eiffel is strongly typed, (statically typed), to aid the
production of correct systems.
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* Generic classes Can be declared. I.e. class definitions can
be parametrized. For example the generic class listt T) are
lists of type T. One can then declare a list[ integer] or
a list[ POPUP_MENU] or what.evex.
* Infix and prefix operator functions for easy reading o£
expressions.
* Abstract classes can be declared in the form of deferred
classes. (OopCdaisy has this facility as a common ancestor
type with unimplemented methods)
* Reliable Softt'larecomponents using a contractual model. The
Eiffel libr&ries are a collection of software components
that pr~vide a contractually bound service to client
routines. If the client undertakes to meet certain
preconditions as stated in an1 automatically checked via
assertion statements, the component undertakes to perform
a specified task resulting in post-conditions again
automatically checked by assertion statementS.
* Classes may be grouped into clusters or frames. For example
there is a suite of objects designed to perform windowing
and menu manipulations that can be specialised via the
inheri bance mechan.ism for individual applications.
* Reliability through :-
persistence of objects "beyond the programmatic
grave", removing I/O related problems.
Automatic garbage collection for comple,c dynamic data
structures.
Disciplined exception handling providing graceful
termination and recOvery.
* Availability of CASE tools.
With referenoe to the problem with strictly typed OOP languages
that was mentioned in the diSCUSSion of Turbo Pasoal, [Meyer
1990] is inconolusive. His discussion on the subject of static
versus dynamic typing favOurs static typing "whenever poss:i.ble".
Hc,1weverthe rest of the text. makes it unclear whether there
exists a means of guardedly performing a type conversion, or a
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bug in the current co~ler makes it is possible to bypass static
typing!
2.5 OOPS in the future.
The rapid growth of OOPS is not only due to the buzz word driven
nature of the computer industry, but due to the virtues of the
OOP listed at the start of the chapter.
However, I feel OopCdaisy has some valid points to make about
OOPS in the future.
1) Programs based on OOP systems like OopCdaisy, Oberon and
Eiffel are intrinsically more reliable than standard
programming systems.
2) OopCdaisY in its implementation makes it clear that an OOPS
system is in fact a Data-BaSe Management System. The
database being managed is that of data fields and methods.
Current OOpS offerings, (OopCdaisy included), are in the
same infantile stage of development as the early
hierarchical or network database systems. I think one Ciln
say that the dust has settled over the database conflict
and relational databases have emerged as the victor. I
would strongly advocate that someone, somewhere initiates
a research project into implementing an OOPS system which
is based on a true J.·elationaldatabase. Indeed partial
approaches have already been made in the limited sense of
a Data Dictionary. For example the DEC Common Data
Dictionary. [DEC CDD)
3) Experience gained on the oopCdaisy project would suggest
the Eiffel technology is fundamentally sound.
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3. The first phase of raster to vector conversion - Producing
Spaghetti.
The design of this algorithm was constrained by the need to
vectorize large images, typically 7000 by 8000 pixel images, on
a computer with a relativelY small amount of memory,
(4 megabytes).
3.1 Edges, vexil..~ .trings, nodes, knots, spaghetti - some
definitions
The real world is t'imaged"by a scanning device. The output of
the scanning device is an image. The image is classified into
different classes, resulting in a classification. A
classification is made up of regions. The regions are bordered
by edges. Each region is made up of pixels. The edges run between
pixels. Each pixel is square. The border of a square pixel is
made up by four vexils.
{The name "pixel" is commonly used and deriVes from "PIcture X
ELement", and other common terms such as "voxel" from "VOlume X
ELement", and "mdxe l," from "MIXture pixEL" ar-e well known.
However, "vexdL" is, admittedly, my own term arising from "VEctor
X pIcture eLement".
A string is a list of vexils. Hence an edge of a region is a
string of vexils.
Sometimes three or four regions meet at the same point. This
point is called a node. All strings start at a node and end at
a node. No string goes through a node.
!f a region is surrounded by one and only one other class, (think
of an island in an ocean), then the string of vexils bounding
this region must meet itself. This meeting point also called a
node, but a special kind of node called a knot.
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In GIS parlance, vector strings without the associated
topological information arc termed "spaghetti".
3.2 An overview of how the Spaghetti Machine works.
The program shifts a 2 by 2 window from left to right over the
image looking for edges. Edges found are joined into strings. A
cont.a.Lnez-called dangleList holds all incomplete strings 'l'lhich
a dangling down from north to south. An index attached to the
d...ngleList moves with the window from one dangling string to the
next.
Thus for example, the block:~
12 12
12 13
contains one 'Southward' vertical
edge and one 'Eastward' horizontal
edge and is handled in exactly the
samp way, by the same bit of code,
as tht::block :-
98 98
9R 21
as the edges are the same even if the pixel values are d.;,fferel'lt.
3.3 Block classes.
Spaghetti inspects each 2 by 2
block of pixels, separa~es the
blocks into classes based on the
edges within the block and not on
the act.ualpi.xel values.
Figure 5 Block types and
their edges.
Whereas t.heblock :-
13 12
12 12
is handled in a different manner to both blocks above.
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Here is a complete list of all possible block varieties ...
xx ~; yx yy zx zz xw zx zz xw yw zw zwxx yx yx yx xx xx xx yx yx yx yx xx yx
3.4 Starting up the Spaghetti Machine.
A buffer is created in memory that is at least 2 lines long, and
the lines are 2 pixels longer than the image lines.
The first few lines of the image are read into the buffer
starting at the second line of the buffer, with tr.efirst pixel
of image data starting at the second pixel of the buffer. The
first line of the buffer are set to theWorld value. The first and
last pixels of each line in the buffer is set to theW()rld.
(IttheWorld" is a nominal class value for the scene beyond the
image)
A container object called the dangleList is created and
initialised, and an index object called the dangleDex is c.\tta.ched
to the conbe iner. An Index object acts as an index into the
container it is attached to, and can be moved around the
container. Objects within the container can be accessed via the
index.
The :"uffer and t'lecontainer is passed to the Spaghetti Machine
which vector"..es each buffer.
The last line of the buffer is copied to the first line of the
buffer, and the next group of lines are read from the image into
the buffer starting at the second line second pixel. If trts is
the last bufferfull to be processed the last line of the buffer
is set to thE:World. The bUffer is fed to the Spaghetti Machine
and this process is repeated until the image has been completely
pr.ocessed.
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3.5 The Spaghetti Machine.
Starting at the second line, second pixel of the buffer, scanning
as one reads, from west to east then north to south.
For each line in the buffer :-
Set the dangleDel~ to point to the front of the danglet.ist.
For each pixel in the line, (starting at the second pbtel),
checl( each :2 by ~ window for edges. (Place the bottom left
hand cornex of the window over the pixel.)
The very first edge scanned has to be in a
'1'1
'IX, class block. Thus a new string is created. The
horbontal an' vertical vexil is pla.ced in the string. As
the string dangles southwards, the string is pushed onto
the dangleList just before the po:lnt indexed by the
dangleDox. As tho string dangles eastwards, a pointer to
the string is placed in the variable eastString.
If the nexb edge scanned was of th~ form
zz
"X, then the horizontal vexil would be attached to the
string pointed to by eastString.
If a window of the form
xx
yx is sCBPned, then the horizontal and vertical edges
are attached to the string pointed to by eastString, and
the string is pushed onto the dangletist.. just before
dan':JleDex.
Xf a window of the form
'IX
'Ix is scanned, the dangleDex must be pointing to a
string dangling from the north. So the vGrtical edge is
plac:~d on the string, and danglaDelt is pushed forward.
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If a window of the form
Zlt
xx is scanned, then the string dangling from the north
is removed from tho dangleList., and is knobbed bo the
st.ring coming from the west, which is pointed to by
eastStx;ing.
If a window of the form
xy
yx is scanned , then if x > y this d.s regarded as a
corr~edor of x I ~ in a field of y I s , (othorwise the other ,,,ay
round)
Tf a window of tho form
zx
yx is scanned, then a node is cx'eated, tho stX'ing
dangling from the north, and the string coming from the
west, and a newly created string dangling south is attached
to tho node. The string from the north is replaced on tho
dangleList by the not41y created string going south. Tho
dangleDex is advanced.
In a. similar mannez' 1 e"ery block class is handled. Note ~- whGn
the strings are told to attach themselves to a node, they check
if both ends are now attached. If so, they smooth themselves,
then move themselves out of memoryonto the disk.
4. Smoothing.
Tho output of most raster to vector conversion X'outines are
strings of vexils outlining the pixels. Unfortunately the corners
of ene pixels create jagged edges to lines that. are not
horizonta.J. or vertical. (See Figure 4 for example.) Those jagged
artifacts are unwanted for two reasons,
1) they produoe eJCtra and unneceasaxy vectors that require
extra storage manipulation etc.
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2) one knows that the natu~al scenes that we~e imaged did not
oontain jagged lines.
Why do we not simply reoover the original picture? ~he
rasteri~ing process loses information, thus there is not
suffiCient information within the ~aster pictu~e to recover the
o!."iginulpicture. The best we can get is an appro'dmation.
Veci;:orizationis thus an underdetermined problem. ~he raster
image only provides constraints on which 'lactor images are
possible.
4 _1 :Exactness.
It would be reasonable to e"pect the result of a vectorization
procedure to have the property that if the polygons were
raster1zed using the same grid as the original image, exactly the
same pixels would result. I define voetoX'iza.tionprocedures which
have this property as being eltact.
However, it should be noted that the requirement'. that
vectorization must be exact does not determine the result.
4.2 lIow does one find an exact, near..optimaJ. vector
:representation of a raster image? ...an overview_
J:t turns out that the boundaries of the edge piltel.sof each
region contain all the information on the exactness constraint.
So the first step is to outline the boundary pixels Qf each
r09;1,on.
'I'hisstep is performed by "The Spaghet'ci Machine" described
earlier. ASeach st'r.ingof vexils is aompl~ted :l.t is ha.nded over
to be smoothed. These strings of vexils are tho boundary veoto:t.s
of pi,tels so can only run north south, east or west.
How can one find the least number of vectors to replace this 1:t6t
of vexile? The easiest way is as follows :-
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a) Scart at the beginning of such a string. One can always fit
an exact line through a single vexil.
b) Scan down the string while you can still fit an exact line
through all the vexils scanned so far.
e) Shift one vexil back.
d) Output any exacb ).11'.e that fits through the 'Vexils scanned.
e) Delete all but one or the vexils scanned.
f) Repeat until finished st~iag.
g) Join the Jines at the points of intersection.
Note that in step d) any P.Jt(\\.lt line can be output. This is the
point where the algo:c:l.thmis only near-optimal not optimal. It
:i s loanlly opt:l.mul,bu/,: Lo be globally optimal the choice of
N~al~l line to use would be influenced by the requirements of
other lines. More on this aspect later.
So the second st'.epis to i?arEW these lists of "vexd La" into
possible lines. For example ~ string of vexils going north, east,
north, east, soutt}, tj,iot .. cannot possibly be part of a straight
Une. The parsing iu pe:t:fo:rmodby a finite automaton that
recognises longest possihlo lines. The possible lines are then
checked for exactness r and a st:dng of the lOl').gestposs:i.bleexact;
lines is output.
4.3 Parse the Spaghetti p:tease.
~he input to the smoothing algorithm is a list of vexils. Each
vexil is essentially a direction, (one of north, south, east or
west), and B positive integer distance, (1 pixel, 2 pixel., 3
pixels/.f.). Throug,h some strings of vexils it is po~sible to
plot an "!;~••act" line emil th.cough other st:C-ingsit is not.
For example, a vector mov ~ng
north-east could replaoe the
string in Figure 6a. On the !I bod D r
line..Figure 6 Examples of strings.othOl; hand, no single
could represent the string in
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Figu~e 6b. If you did use a single line in such a case it would
not be an exact representation in the sense that:. rasterizing the
out,put \'~ould result in a different image. Figure 60 is an example
of a valid line going east of nOl~th-e(l.:t. Figure Sd is an example
of what would appear to be a line going north-east, yet the
exactness constraint cannnt be satisfied by anyone line. Thus
two lin~s are needed here. Note that this case can be ~ecognised
as a line that sta:t·ted going east of north-east and then changed
to north of north-east. Figure 6e is an example of a simple line
going south-east. Simple lines are strings which move pu~ely
north-east or south-east or south-west or north-west, and need
not be checked ;fUrther for exacbneas ,
Complex lines such as
Figure 6f, unlike simple
lines, must be checked more
alosely for exactness.
Figure 7b gives an e)tample of <l\ b
Figure 7a) A "complex" but exacb
a string whose validi ty cannob line. b) No exact line mayl
be determ:l.ned by parsing ~e this string. I
alone.
4.3.1 From string of vexils to a character string_
For the purposes of parsing the string of vexils into possible
lines, it is convenient to oonvert the stX'ing of vex:l1s into a
string of charaoters. As each vexil can only go i~ one of four
directions, and vedls of length one are very common and
important, each vex:l.l is mappedonto the oharacter set {' n I, Ie',
IS' I IWi, INI, 'E: I, ISI I 'w I }. Where a vICxil of leng-I::hOhO Nill
be represented by a lowercase charactor I {' n ' I Ie I, 'r , •u ' } and
a VClcil of length two or greater will be reprcsolll n.. by an
upp~rcase {' NI I IEl't 'S' I 'W'}.
'l'hus for example t the stdng in Figure 7b Clanbe converted into
the string of characters "enEnenenEnen".
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Of course this translation depends on which way down the string
we ttavel, travelling the opposite way along Figure 7b gives us
"SWl!lill.:lWSWSWsw" •
4.3.2 The language of worms.
The process of converting strings of vexils into strings of
characters has converted the problem of recognising lines into
recognising a formal language.
The alphabet of the language
is the set {'n', 'e' I ' S ' I
'w', 'N', 'El', 'S', 'W'}.
Naturally the range of lines
that can be identified would
be larger if the alphabet was
enlarged. FOr example, let 'u'
be for ui?ward, "northward), vexils of length 2 and 'N I be feu.
vexils with length 3 or greater. Similarly let !L' co~respond to
wesi;wardvexd Ls and 'R' to eastwards vexils and 10' to aoubhwar'd
vexils of length 2. However the language becomes correspondingly
more comple~c, kO such languages won't be discussed here.
The language of lines can expressed as a Regular Expression. The
definition of a Regular Expression (REl)is :-
1) Any finite set of finite length strings of characters from
the alphabet.
2) If L is an RE, then r}, the set oonsisting of the empty
string and all finite-length strings formed by
concatenating words in L, is also an RE.
3) If A and :a are REl's chen A union 13 is also an RIll.
4) If A and Bare REl'sthen AB = {xl x = uv, ueA and veB}, is
also an RE.
11::Can be shown [Hoporoft Be Ullman 1969], that any REl can be
recognised by B Finite Automata.
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Denote A'*0 A by A+
The
'l'he
The
The
The
language of simple lines is defined :-
set of all ne lines ne '" {II, ,e I}{Ine ' }* { , , I In'}
set of all se lines se to: {I,I 'e '}{ I se '}'*{ , I , ' S ' }
set of all nw Hnes nw ;:: {III 'w'} {Inw' }'*{I,I In'}
set of all sw lines sw :::l {IIt 'w'} {,nw' )III { , , I ' S ' }
The set of all simple lines is ne U se U nw U sw. Simple lines
are easy to handle as all simple strings can be exactly
represented by a single line. Only the end two vexils need be
considered when calculating the representative line.
The lang'uage of complex lines are defined :-
The set of all nne lines;:: ({' I,'e'}{'Ne'}+{' II In' I 'N') U
( { I , I 'n' , 'N' } { ,eN' }+ { , , , ' e ' })
The set of all ana lines r. ({" ,'e', 'EI}{'nE')+{", In') U
( { , , I 'n' }{,En I }+{ , , , ' e I , 'E' } )
The seb of all nnw lines == ({tt, 'w'}{INw'}+{II,'n','N'} U
( { , , , In I I 'N I } { 'wN t } + { , , , 'w' } )
The set of all wnw lines;:: ({I I,'w', 'W'}{'nW'}+{", In'} U
({,,,In'}{,Wn '}+ { , , , 'w' ,IW" )
The set of all ss~ lines;:: ({" t 'e'}(ISe'}+{' I,'s' I 'Sf} U
( { , , , IS' I 'S I } { ,eS '}+ { , I , 'e I } )
The set of all ese lines;:: ({I I, 'e', 'E'}{'sE'}+{", IS'} U
( { I It'S I } { IEs ' }+{ , , , 'e I , 'E I } )
The set of all ssw lines M ({", 'l'1'){'SW')+{",'SI,'S') 0
({IIr IS','S ' } { IwS '}+{ , II 'w'})
'.rheset of all wsw lines a ({",'w','W'}{'sW'}+{",'s') U
({, , , ' s ' 1{ 'Ws I )+ { , I I 'w t I IW' })
'1'heset of all comp.Lex lines '"
nne 0 ene 0 ese 0 sse U ssw 0 wsw U wnw U nnw
Not all comp l.ex strings. in the complex lang ..age can be
represented by exactly by a single line. For example the string
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'nenenenenEnEnEnEnEnEnEnenenenene' is fairly obviously three
strings, a simple ne string followed by a ene string followed by
another simple ne string. Thus a more subtle algorithm is needed
to find whether a string can be exactly represented by a line.
However, the effortsl in pa:t:singhave not been wasted, as the next
algorithm requires "ther informaUon that only parsing can give
it. Furthermore, all simple lines are identified by parsing and
thus do not need the computationally morc expensive algorithm.
4.4 Line Space.
As with many mathematical problems, the problem of fj,nding an
exact line is made easier by looking at the dual space.
Consider a line approximating the boundary between b~o regions
of pixels with different classes. Suppose the class on the left
of the line is A and on the right ~. To be an exact
representation, less than 50% of each class B pixel must be on
the left of the line and less than 50% of each class A pi"el must
be on the right ot the line.
The dual space of the problem
is the space of all lines. If
a line is represented by the
equation y:::mx+cthen, for each
paint in R2 (c.m) there is a
corresponding line y:::mx+c.
Thus the exactness requirement
places a set of constraints on
which lines are acceptable, :i.edefines a region wHhjn the line
/ ; /" ./.
V ,/1
or-
[/} 1/
II -r""r-
-
-
"""r-- -~-
1
a
4
L.IMo In fl2 f'Olnl1l
3
ln l Inu ",plIoa
Figura 9 The duality between
lines and points.
space.
Consider the case in Figure 10, it
is clear that there cannot exist a
line which does not thread the
vexils and is exact. If more than
50% of pixel 2 is below the line,
then less than 50% of pixel 3 is
belo\,1the line, unless the line threads the vexd.Ls,
~
4.4.1 Threading the vexils.
The first constraint that
exactness places is that the
vexils must be threaded. That is
to say, the line must cross each
vexil.
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:;:2:;:(.: II: .. ~:.
e ..
Figure 10 The line
thread the vexils.
must
Let the coordinates of the string separating the two regions in
Figure 10 be « 1,1)I (2,1), (2,2) ).
If the line that must represent this boundary is described by the
equation y=mx",c, then the constraint that the line threads the
vexils can be stated as :-
> m*1+c
1 < m*2+c
2 < m*2·j..c
Or with a little algebra :-
m < -c + 1
m > -c/2 + 1/2
m < -c/2 + 1
These constraints are illustrated
in Figure 11. It should be noted
that the feasible l:'egion, the
unshaded area, is unbounded.
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4.4.2 Missing the point.
Consider the string, « 1, 1 ), (1, 2) I (2,2), (2,3), (3,3), (3,4),
.. .
• , I ~ • , •
, •• " ••• '~I I •• t I •• 'f' •• , 'I; t· , , " •• I "
I • • • , j I •
• ., • I • •
! I t I ',' • " iI ~. I • ,} •• I .;, I • I ! ' I f ':" I , • ~ •••• ~ •• t.• :
'l'hus a further constraint is :....:....: ...~ ...:....: ...:....: ...: ...:
required to guarantee that pixels Figure 12 This string cannot
at the points of vexils are not on be represented exactly byanyone line.
(8,4», shown in Figure 12. Clearly
the vexils, but the last pixel is
entirely on the wrong side of the
line.
the wrong side of the line.
Figure 13 ;.s a enlarged view of
Figure 12 about the end point
(8,4). The constraint that at
least 50% of the area of th~ pixel
at (7.5,4.5) is above the line can
be formulated as follows.
The are,l of the rectangle below
the dashed line is m(x-1)+c-y and
the area of the triangle between
the line and the dashed line is
~m, thus the constraint is at
point (8,4) is :-
7m+c-y+~m < 0.5
he J.nea.n FJ.gure .
..................... "'0·0· •• 1 ... 010"""'1'"
I • • • •• • I "
,. • I •• t I •. , ', .... :.
I I , ••• , • t • , I , l •• I ... I • I • ~ ••• , • I •••••· . .· . .
• ., • t ••• , , I , • , • I ,. 1·0 •• ' ••••• ,. 1;1 ~ •• '
Figure 13 The line must be
pinned to the end of the
vexil.
4.4.3 Putting all the constraints together.
The constraints define a feasible region in line space. If the
constraints of threading the vexils and pinning the line to the
points are applied at every ve~il as we scan down the string,
then as we scan down the string the feasible region shrinks. If
at some point the feasible region disappears, then the string up
to but not including the last vexil scanned can be represented
exactly by a line. Indeed, any point within the feasible region
represents an exact line.
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4.4.4 Which feasible line? Global versus Near-optimal
representations.
As there are an infinite number of exact lines, we are free to
choose. 'l'hishowever is the point. at which this program becomes
near-optimal, not optimal. An optimal program would cheese each
line so that the least number of linds would be used. This would
require a global knowledge of the atring, and conslderabl.y more
time and effort.
A simple, easy to calculate, but reasonably effective choiae is
the cenbz-od.d of the feas:l.bleregion. As: the feasible region is
convex, the centroid of the feasible region always lies within
the region.
4.4.5 Keep.lng track oi: the constraints.
'rhe crux of implemen.ting this smooth:i.ng algori chm lies in
evaluating and tracking the constraints set up by each vexil in
an efficient manner, or this entire approach would become
computationally untenable.
All the constraints are linear inequalities. ~hese inequalities
thus describe half-planes in line space. P'ot'programming purposes
a linear inequality may be Viewed as a directed line, with the
feasible region being on the left of the line. Th~.s enables one
to USe the standard line object.
Af'cer two vexils the feasible region is a bounded polygonal
region. Thus all that is needed is to maintain a list of the
vertices of the polygon.
A region is convex if it is the intersection of half~planes.
Clearly the feasible region is convex. This greatly speeds the
chopping off of unfeasible vertices. Indeed, if any constraint
is introduced that removes the convexity property, (e.g. pinning
constraints to improve the optimali ty) r th£. problem becomes
unmanageable.
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4.5 Why was parsing neceasarv if line space constraints gi'''€' you
everyt:·~'5.ng?
F'or two reasons. Simple l.tnes .!:l,requite common,and the parsing
process is a lot more )'l.pid than evaluating the line space
constraints. MOl.e impol'.'cant.1.., one cannot: write down thia
constraints without information such as the sign of the slope of
the line, and whether the line starts above or below the first
point in the str.:l.ng. This information is readily obtained from
the parser.
Not. all lines are worth smoothing. For eJcample,
worth smoothing. Short lines of 4 veldls Jan be ...
a box is never
"'\sily.
S. ~inking the ~in~s.
AS they are found, the J.ines are placed in a contain-
lines have been found, the first and the last vexils
in at the front and the back of the container. These 1
t ties' to the node points. The container is then scanned, and th ...
start point, every intersecUon point between successive :t.inef',
and the end point :is ou+put, t~odisk.
5.1 Special cases.
The exacbneas constraints guarantee that lir~es "'re exac., as far
as the sh"inS 9'oes. If th~ line projeots beyond the end of both
strings before it interseots the next line, then exactness is not
guaranteed.
To handle this prabl,em a s;l,mpletest is needed to identify such
cases.
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5.1.1 Whena Link-p'.Jint is Else When.
The heading Of this section is the only
simple and intuitive description of this
tast I can Chin)"of, hence r will have to
settle for a technical description. Indeed
the test itself was derived f:r:om
inspection of all possible cases.
Figure 14 Link
point 1 is in the
"F'utur~", r~ink
poi n t 2 i s
"Else When"
The
the
joins
Hnlt-point is
pOirlt which
the two
beingstring1'3
appr<mimated.
Previous
e.fter'rho join-point is the point where the two
approximating .tines intersect. (Nol'mally
this point would be output from the pr(~gram).
Figure 15
example
smoothing.
Make an affine transformation of the coordinate system to a new
non-orthogonal coordinat.e system which has the join-point as its
origin and the tHO approximating lines as its axes.
Cnlc.mlate the coordinates of the linl(""po~,nt in the new coordinate
system. If the link-point is in quadrant 2 or <1 of thll new
coordinate system then it is else when, and the 1ino$ extend
beyono the end ~f both strin9~.
In the unlikely event you should
wonder wn.ere tho name "Else When"
comes from, it comes from Speoial
Relativity, where space-time is
divided into three regions :-
Past :- Those pOints in
space-time that
could cau~a.lly
affect a particle
at t~he origin.
,...... ....... 1
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Those points in srace-time that could be causally
affected by a particle at the origin.
Else When:- Those paints of ~~ace-t1me that cannot causally
aflect or. be a:et...cbed by a particle at the
origin.
Future !-
The tlxactness constraint can only be violated in th~ "Else Nhen"
case, but to actually calculate wilenthe exaobrreas constraint is
violatec,lis tedious in the extreme, but does not pose any
technical or computational. difficulties.
If the link-point is Else When then the following algorithm is
used .-
If exactness is not violated Then
output the jo!n point
Else
If the joirl !,cint is closer to the first vexil of the
second string than the last vexil of the first st:l.·ingThen
output the intersection of the first line and the last
vex:i.lof the first string.
output the intersection of the second line and the
last vexil of the first string.
Else
output the interseotion second line and the first
vexil of the second string.
output.:the interseotiOl1 of the first line and the
first vaxil of the second string.
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5.1.2 Parallel lines.
As an extreme case of Else When, the two lines may in fact be
parallel, thus there is no join point. In this event, the lines
an either be parallel or anti-parallel.
the last vexil of
its corresponding
string, the linl(-point that joined the original two strings, and
the intersection of the first vexdL of the Second st.:r.ingwith its
co:r.respondingline. The l.ink-point is added.to prevent too much
of the pixel on the end being cut off.
~igure 17 Antiparallel lines.
~.,,,~ ... o,
~.~
Wigure 19 Stringresulting in two
parallel lines.
thin case.
~t.'heintersection of
the first line with Figure 18 Result of
linking algorithm.
If as in Figure 17,
the lines are anti-
parallel then the
two lines are joined
via three points.
If as in Figure 19,
t:he lines are
parallel, then the
link-point joining
the two original
strings i~ not added
as bhe intermediate
piJtel is safe in
Figure 20 Result ofl:I.nl~Algorithm.
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6. Examples and Discussion.
Howdoes this program worJ~in practice? Figure 21 is
of app.1.ying the Spaghetti Machine to a 256 by
classified scene I and not smoothing. There are 204
containing 4 total of 5125 vertices.
the result
256 pixel
strings
II
u'
ii'
1
, ~:J
r'
Figure 21 The result of applying the Spaghetti Machine to a 256
by 256 pixel classifioation. (Unsmoothed)
1'1
[I)
1'1
I~
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The alternate approach to the algorithm developed here iR the
thinning algorit:.m used by ARC/INFO GIS system. Here ro.L.lOWSa
pseudo~code description of this algorithm :-
canst
tolerance = 0.707;
proced\~re thili( startPoint, endPoint)
begin
construct a line from the startPoint to the endPoint;
Find the point on the string between startPoint and
endPoint that is furthest from the constru~ted line;
if d~stance from line to furthest point < tolerance
then
output startpointi
else
begin
thin( startPoint, furthestPoint);
thin( furthestPoint, endPoint);
end;
end;
bp.gin {main program}
while more strings do
begin
read strir.
thin( start~vint, lastpoint);
output lastPoint;
end~
end.
Figure 22 is the result of applying the standard ARC/INlI~O
'l!hinningalgorithm, with the tolerance set to 0.707. There are
204 strings containing a total of 3401 vertices.
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,J n' [1
(1
Figure 22 'rhe result of thinning the spaghetti with the largest
toleranoe giving "exact" results.
1\
/J
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Figure 2:11is the result of using the smoothing algorithm
~escribeo 1:.1 Chapters 4 and 5. There are 204 strings c;ontaining
a total of 2766 vertices.
Figure 23 "Exact, Near-optimal :representation"
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7. Time complexity of the Algorithm.
The Spaghetti Machine must check each pixel in a 2 by 2 window
for every pixel in the image. For every edge found, it must be
placed at the top or the bottom of the string. The time
complexity of this operation depends entirely on the
implementation of the string object. (Whether simple stack, or
list with front and end pointers whatever.' Once the string is
complete, it is output, requiring a fUrther operation for every
edge vexil. Note that edge vexils pointing in the same direction
as the vexil on the end of the string do nat grow the string, but
Inerelyextend the last vexd L,
The parsing operation performs one operation per vexil on thE'
string.
Smoothing North-East, North-West, south-East, South-West strings
needs only opezabe on the first two and last two ve:r.tices.
smoothing complex strings, (nne, ene, ese, sse, etc), requires
one operation per vertex but each operation requires one
operation per pOint in the line space simplex. Usually there are
around four to six points in the simplex, although for a string
with irrational slope, the number of points in the simplex can
grow with every point on the string.
outputting the smoothed string requires one operation per vertex
on the smoothed string.
Thus adopting the phd.Loa; .1Y of the "rig-leaf" notation, the
number of oPerations the Spaghetti Machine requires to soan the
image is of the order of the number of pixels in the image. The
number of operations required to smooth the vexils is of the
order of the number of vexi.Lsoutput from the Spaghetti Machine.
Thus the 801go:l:1bhm :l.sapp:t:oximohely ('If linear order. (:c say
approximate, in that no images that this progrfllnwas designed to
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deal with have lines of any significant length with irrational
c;lope.The number of classes within the image does not affect the
speed of the algorithm.
However for ease of programming, and I wasn't expecting very long
strings, I implemented the string object as a descendant of the
stack type. Thus to scan to the bottom takes of the order of the
number of elements on the stack. Thus making the time complexity
of the current implementation quadratic. This has shown up as a
problem when dealing with images of large rivers. However for
small strings the simple stack is possibly faster. One of the
virtues of the OOPS approach is that I can trivially change the
string object to inherit from an array based stack or stack with
front and back pointers.
8. Conclusions
Raster to vector conversion can be done
efficiently in an e~act and near optimal
manner. Several aspects remain to be
attended to. In this program all nodes are
treated as fixed, thus to join the !ree
floating lines to the nodes short join
vectors are added. Considerable savings in Figure 24 An exampleof a free-fl0~tingthe number of vectors could be achieved by node.
constraining the first vector to go "------------'
through the start node and the last vector to go through the end
node. '1'hisshould be a simple extension to the program involving
merely some ext.ra programming effort. Ideally the nodes
themselves should be free-floating, as in Figure 24. However, if
the nodes were free-floating for somB pathological cases all
nodes and strings would have to be in memory simultaneously.
The methods of parsing and line space constraints could be used
OJ more general thinning algorithms.
Finally, the implementation of this project demonstrated that
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* Object Oriented Programming will be an important
component of future software systems.
* Current offerings in OOP field are inadequai'e in terms
of error detection.
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Appendices.
Appendix 1. An Annotated Example.
A common data structure is the stack..Think of a stack as a bag.
You can place things in a bag, you can tc::kethings out of a bag.
What so~t of things? Art/thing.
what you put in last, you can take out first. This is commonly
abbreviated as LIFO.
In this examp.l,eand in OopCdaisy t a stack is implemented as a
linked list. For the simplicity of H, instead of the usual link-
node view, I will take a more recursive perspective.
A.1.1 Declaring the data structure.
A stack ia a bag that can contain 2 objects. An arbitrary object,
and a stack. In fact in C we have the structure .-...
/* the minimal container. Stacks */
typedeE
struct
{
objects ancestor;
objects * objecti
struct stacks If stack;
} stacks;
Thus the first field of a stack structure are the fields
inherited fT-om the base object data type, the second a pointer
to an object, and the third is a pointer to a stack.
We then declare the stackType variable which holds the index.into
the registry :Corthe stack object :-
objectTypes stackType;
And then we must declare the various method variables whiCh hold
the index into the VMT.
methods push, pop, isEmptYi
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In this example I will only contemplate a very abbreviated list
of methods, OopCdaisy itself comes with
lastObject, lastNode, secondLastNc.de, matchAddress,
howMany, pushBottom, popBottom, getBottom, putBottom,
search, searchPop, tellAll, tellUntil, tellMin,
rotate, concatenate;
in addition to the methods of the base object type.
The external functions corresponding to the methods must also be
declared.
stacks * stack_init( stacks * )
void stack_done ( stacks *' )
stacks * stack_d:isplay( stacks * )
stacks * stack_pu:~h ( stacks * objects *,
objects * stc.ck_pop( stacks * )
J.nt stack_:isEmpt;y( stacks y( )
;.,
;
);
;
;
Note that stack_ini t, stack_done and stack_display replace the
methods inherited from the parent base object type. As a matter
of habit, future proofing, and often from necessity, it is good
policy for a descendants method to statically invoke the parent
method that it is replacing. Clearly it is also good policy to
invoke the parents "init" method before the descendants
initializati"n starts, and invoke the parents "done" method at
the end or the descendants clean-up code.
The declarations far the object are placed in an include file,
so they may be included into the user program and into \:hefile
that implements the stack object.
A.1.2 Registering the object type.
In the file which implements the stack object we must have
procedure that registers the stack object in the object
registry :-••.
void register_stack()
{
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1* Register the object type stack, informing OopCdaisy of
the object types existence, ASCII name, parent's name
and the amount of memory each instance uses.
In return OopCdaisy allocates a slot in the VMT for
this object type, and returns an index into the VM" in
the variable stackType. OopCdaisy also zero's the
count of stack instances.
*1
register_type(
"stack", &stackType, "base",
sizeof( stacks»;
1* Register each method, informing OopCdaisy of the
existence of the method, and its ASCII name. If a
method already in the registry has the same ASCII
name, any such method, whether an a mettiod of an
ancestor or not, then OopCdaisy uses the Same index
into the VMT and places it into the variable init.
OopCdaisy then places the address of the function
stack_init into the VMT at location
VMT[ stackType][ initJ.
*/
register_method (
stackType, "init",
&stack_init);
register_method (
stackType, "done"~
&stack_done) ;
registeX'_method(
stackType, "display",
&stack_display);
&init,
&done,
&display,
register_.method(
stackType, "push", &push, &stack_push);
registeJ:'_method(
stackType, "pOp", &pop, &stack_pop);
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A.1.3 Implementing the data structure.
To simplify life, (this is the standard dummy end node trick),
the object in the topmost bag is never there. Its merely for
convenience. The result is that stacks / single-link nodes etc
are all the same beast, there is no special case for push and,
popping the last object, the user's pointer doesn't have to be
modified, and a nice uniform recursive view of stacks withln
stacks can be maintained.
~a
DZ1
b c
~ rn--:J0
iii
Figure 25
a) Empty Stack
b) Stack with point object
c) Stack with line and point object.
In the file that implements the stack object tYP~lthe methods are
defined :- •..
stacks * stack_init( stacks * self)
{
/* stackCheck is a macro that checks that the object
pointed to by self exists, is writable, and that its
type is, or is a descendant of, the type stack. If not;
it signals that the typeGuard has failed and in which
routine.
*/
stackCheck( self, "'3tack_init" );
/* Initialize the stack object. */
self->object = 0;
self->stack == 0;
return self;
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t= This "return self" is vital. Th:i.$is the means by
which the address of the object created by new is
returned to the user.
*/
/*=[\=[\/J=[\/J=[\/J=(\/)=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/J=[\/]=*/
/* Method to remove all objects from a stack.*/
stacks * stack_empty( stacks * self)
{
stackCheck( self, "stack_empty" );
while (1 tell (self, iSEmpty» tell ( self, pop);
return self;
}
/*[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/J=[\/]=[\/]=*/
/* Here is a nice debab.ble issue. What does a
"container" library procedure do when told that the
usez is finished with a container object and the
container is not empty?
1) Give error message and die.
2) Remove all objects from container and then
deallocate container.
3) Destroy all objects in the container and then the
container itself?
4) Don't worry, be happy.
I have chosen to Raise an information grade error
condition, Empty the container, and then deallocate
the container.
*/
void stack_done ( stacks * self)
{
stackCheck( seJf, "stack_done" ) ;
if( 1 tell ( self, :LsEmpty)
{
LIE$SIGNAL(
STK_STKNOTEMPTY, 0,
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/* Info grade message only. */
STK_WHERE, 2, AD( "stack_done" ) );
tell( self, empty);
}
base_done( self); /* Tell daddy */
}
/*~[\/]=[\/J=[\/]=[\/)=[\/J=[\/]=[\/)=[\/]=r\/]=[\/]*/
/* Brown paper bag display method. Uses Daddies display
method to show self. Then tell everybody inside to
display self. Cute.
*/
stacks * stack_display( s;acks * self)
{
stackCheck( self, "stack_display" )i
base_display( self);
tell( self, tellAll, display, 0);
return self;
}
/*[\/)=[\/J=[\/J=[\/]=[\/]=[\/l=[\/]=l\/]=L\/J*/
stacks * stack_push( stacks * self, objects * object)
{
stacks * bag; /* Local pointer */
staclt(..heck{self, "sl::ack_push");
validateObjectptr(
object, baseType,
"stack_push", STK_OBJECTPTR)i
/* Local painter set to point at new object on heap. */
bag = new( stackType, :I.nit)i
/ * New object worked into linked list. Don't need to
worry about end cases thanks to dummy node. */
bag->stacK ~ self->stack;
bag->object = object;
self->stack = bag;
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/* OopCdaisy stylistic note. Always try to return
something uSctul, like the self pointer. */
return self;
}
/*=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]=[\/]*/
obj~cts * stack_pop( stacks * self )
{
objects * object;
stacks * bag;
stackCheck( self, "stack_pop" )i
bag = self->stack;
if( bag === 0)
LIB$SIGNAL(
STK_UNDERFLOW, 0,
STK_WHERE, 2, AD( "stack_pop" ) );
validateObjectptr(
bag, stackType, "otack_pop", STK_.BADBAG);
object == bag->objecti
self->stack = bag->stack;
/* We are about to get rid of a stack object, but
stack_Done alwayS ~'mptiesstacks first, so make this
stack object empty, or the rest of the stack will
disappear.
*/
bag->stack ::::0;
tell( bag, done);
returr object;
}
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A.1.4 Using the data structure.
Here folloW's an exceedingly simple and useless program that
creates two objects, stuffs them into ~ bag, displays them, and
then destroys the objects in sundry manners :-
#include oopair:oops
#include oopdir:stack
#include oopdir:2d
maine )
{
points * point;
lines * line;
stacks * bag;
register_irlit();
register_stack();
register_point();
1* Note Parent types, (such as point), must be
registered before descendant types such as line, */
register_line();
point = new( pointType, init, 1.0, 2,0);
line = new( lineType, init, 1.0, 1,0, 3.0, 4.0);
bag = new( staokType, init) ;
tell( baa, push, point) i
tell ( bag, push, line) ;
tell( bag, display) i
/* Remove and destroy the line. */
tell( tell{ bag, pop), done);
/* Dest~oys all objects in the bag and then destroys the
bag, */
tell( bag, destroy);
registry_donee);
}
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